
 
Key Learnings: Incubating and Scaling 
Innovative Social Enterprise Models 
In 2016, Kiva and the Mastercard Foundation launched a partnership to test, develop, and scale high-impact loans 
serving the unique needs of smallholder farmers and rural populations across Africa. The partnership aimed to push 
the boundaries of microcredit by supporting non-traditional lending organizations and products through Kiva Labs, 
enabling social enterprises to grow their impact, and deepening impact measurement and management. This case 
study highlights key learnings from an external evaluation of the partnership conducted by The Research Base in 
2020 - 2021 to identify approaches and products that are suitable to be replicated and expanded. 

Jibu, a for-profit social enterprise that franchises its comprehensive system of sustainable water treatment 
and distribution across Africa, began its partnership with Kiva in 2016. Over the past five years, it has grown 
from being one of Kiva’s smaller social enterprise partners to one of its largest non-traditional partners. 

Through its model of reusable water bottles and shops located in easily accessible, high visibility locations, 
Jibu supports local entrepreneurs to grow profitable businesses while ensuring that urban populations have 
access to clean water supplies. It currently operates across seven countries: Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, 
Tanzania, DRC, Zambia and Burundi. 

In 2020, Jibu franchises created over 2,452 full time equivalent jobs across 132 franchises, distributing 
231,175,000 liters of safe drinking water, primarily to customers who previously had to boil water to make 
it safe for consumption. Through training programs in technical and soft skills for young people, including 
disadvantaged teenage girls, Jibu has ensured that over a third of franchisees are female. The Jibu model has 
also created positive environmental impact: survey data indicates that the majority of customers have 
achieved cost and energy efficiencies by purchasing Jibu water rather than boiling water at home using 
charcoal-based fuels. 

Partnering to Support Jibu’s Growth 
Until a dip related to COVID-19 in 2020, Jibu grew around 50% year-on-year from the start of its 
partnership with Kiva. In 2015, Jibu had just two franchises - one in Uganda and one in Rwanda. Today, it sees 
a new franchise launched each month, with existing franchises currently establishing more than one new 
retail point per day and reaching a few hundred thousand customers daily.  

Jibu’s evolution can be seen in two different categories: growth through 
expansion—that is, launching new entrepreneurs in the Jibu network—
and growth that happens through these entrepreneurs’ success. The first 
loan that Jibu received from Kiva provided the capital for the expansion 
of the initial business model to include delivery vehicle loans: three-
wheeler tuktuks that allowed entrepreneurs to extend their businesses 
and grow their sales as much as a 40%. 

Kiva then started to provide capital to support new franchise launches. 
This helped to accelerate growth as Jibu no longer needed to raise equity 

to enable entrepreneurs to set up new franchises: ‘Before, we would have to raise a financing round and wait 
until that was closed until we could keep growing, but this way, right now, we’re able to keep a constant clip.’  In the 
past, Jibu had seen the loss of a significant number of potential entrepreneurs in its pipeline in Rwanda as 
the waiting list for finance was up to three years or more. Now, with easy access to finance, the only 
limitation to its growth is the availability of new entrepreneurs.

'Throughout the last two or three 
years that we’ve been partnering 
with Kiva, it’s been the fuel in our 
engine. It’s enabled us to more 
rapidly reach new communities 

and reach deeper into our 
existing communities.’
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Jibu currently offers three loans through the Kiva.org platform to support its franchisees:

An initial start-up loan has enabled Jibu to create a turnkey model that provides franchisees with the 
equipment, training and tools necessary to set up their business. 

Two further loans are available for established franchises to grow their business through an inventory 
loan and a water delivery loan, which provides the necessary funds to purchase a delivery vehicle. 

Access to loans is based on cash flow and business performance, rather than collateral, which is another 
aspect of the Kiva model that has been key to the growth of Jibu and its franchisees.

Technical Assistance and Capacity Building 
In addition to capital, Jibu has benefited from Kiva Labs’ Technical Assistance (TA) program, which has 
transformed its digital systems, including through a new online master database and mobile app for 
franchisees. This app provides a suite of tools that allows franchisees to manage their businesses more 
effectively, from customer relationships management to inventory management.  

Jibu identified a need for the app after realizing there was no affordable 
solution to help equip franchisees with all the skills and tools they 
needed to run and grow their businesses effectively. A grant from Kiva 
allowed Jibu the freedom and flexibility to pivot from developing the app 
in house to using an external technology developer. This flexibility is 
something that Jibu perceives to be an integral part of the Kiva model: 
‘It’s the right level of flexibility and trust: not total freedom or autonomy, but 
them embracing that we’re here to support entrepreneurs to succeed.’ 

A Crisis Support Loan from Kiva in response to the Covid-19 pandemic 
has enabled Jibu’s franchisees to pivot from in-store collection to home 
delivery to ensure customers continue to have access to clean water. 
While the loan provides funds for protective equipment and subsidies 
for franchisees to manage additional operating costs, the enhanced digital platform implemented through 
the initial TA grant has meant that the technological infrastructure was already in place to enable Jibu’s 
franchises to adapt swiftly. This has had significant impact: in 2020, existing franchises beat pre-COVID 
volume expectations by 104% of target, even in the face of local lockdowns and supply chain issues.

Looking to the Future 
A key point of the Kiva model is its ability to open new doors for social enterprises. While Jibu 
acknowledges how hard it is to isolate and identify the sources of new relationships, it recognizes that the 
relationship with Kiva has enabled it to continue growing, which has ‘opened up conversations and 
opportunities with institutional investors.’

With support from Kiva and other partners, Jibu has a clear strategy for its next steps. This includes 
onboarding regional partners to fund further franchises; expanding into new countries, including South 
Africa, Ethiopia and South Sudan; and launching new products alongside its core offering of water. 

To that end, Kiva and Jibu are developing a new loan product for LPG gas cylinders, to be launched in 2021. 
This product will enable a Jibu franchise owner to purchase an initial stock of LPG cylinders to offer their 
customers a greener, healthier and more affordable alternative to charcoal - a complementary service to 
their clean water businesses. This will allow Jibu to continue growing its operations and impact across the 
sub-Saharan African region and beyond.
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‘[Kiva is] genuinely concerned 
with entrepreneur success…in 
the technical assistance they 

provided, it wasn’t about proving 
that they’re smart, it was more 

about: ‘how can we, as 
efficiently as possible, support 
entrepreneurs with working 
capital or growth capital to 

help them succeed?’’
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